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VFE Rocket EQ  3-BAND EQ + CLEAN BOOST

Model : -

Manufacturer : -

Here we have the fabulous VFE Rocket Eq! The ROCKET
provides dual shelving filters, plus a fully parametric band, for
the ultimate compact EQ boost pedal. The parametric band
has an ultra-wide frequency and Q range. Rocket we spared
no expense in this update - using 4 OPA2134 high-fidelity op
amps and 25 low-noise, audio-grade resistors made by PRP
in Iowa. To top it off, the ROCKET EQ employs an internal
charge pump for double the clean headroom off a standard
9V supply.There are numerous fantastic demos and glorious
reviews on the web for this amazing pedal.Dimensions:-
Enclosure dimensions: 2.37&quot;W x 4.37&quot;L x
1.16&quot;H  (60 x 111 x 29mm)- With knobs &amp; jacks:
2.6&quot;W x 4.4&quot;L x 2.1&quot;H  (66 x 111 x
53mm)Power:- Standard 2.1mm, negative-tip 9V to 15V
power supply or 9V battery.Input Impedance:-
1.8M-ohmCurrent Draw:~ 40ma continous+ 30ma surge for
4ms during on/off switchingBy the Numbers:- 30 Resistors- 28
Capacitors- 1 Inductor- 2 Transistors- 5 Diodes- 4 Op Amps-
3 Integrated Circuits- 7 Potentiometers- 2 Switches- 3 Jacks-
2 Circuit BoardsTHE STORY:As someone who got their start
playing acoustic guitars, I prefer compressor pedals that
don&#39;t sound like an effect. I want my transparent tone
from top-to-bottom to stay true, but then add some smooth
levelling and sustain to help the guitar stand out in the mix. In
the quest to build the perfect compressor, I tried many things,
and finally narrowed it down to the features that matter most
for guitar and bass.The White Horse can add loads of sustain
with natural dynamics via the blend circuitry, but the unique
drive control is what really sets it apart. This control balances
the circuit between clean and dirty compression, giving you a
responsive drive that stacks well with your dirt boxes.-- Peter
Rutter, founder of VFE Pedals --Visit
http://www.vfepedals.com/rocket-eq.html for more infoPlease
Note: I am also selling another of these in MERCEDES BLUE
colour. This other item is BRAND NEW. Please see my other
items for sale.

Price : £155.00

View product

View website

Options available for VFE Rocket EQ  3-BAND EQ + CLEAN BOOST :

Case
With Case.

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Wednesday 05 August, 2015
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